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Many computer scientists, engineers, applied mathematicians, and physicists use geometry theory and geometric computing methods in the design of perception-action systems, intelligent autonomous systems, and man-machine interfaces. This handbook brings together the most recent advances in the application of geometric computing for building such systems, with contributions from leading experts in the important fields of neuroscience, neural networks, image processing, pattern recognition, computer vision, uncertainty in geometric computations, conformal computational geometry, computer graphics and visualization, medical imagery, geometry and robotics, and reaching and motion planning. For the first time, the various methods are presented in a comprehensive, unified manner. This handbook is highly recommended for postgraduate students and researchers working on applications such as automated learning; geometric and fuzzy reasoning; human-like artificial vision; tele-operation; space maneuvering; haptics; rescue robots; man-machine interfaces; tele-immersion; computer- and robotics-aided neurosurgery or orthopedics; the assembly and design of humanoids; and systems for metalevel reasoning.     

       About the Author

Researcher in geometric computing for cognitive systems Full Professor at the Computer Science Department of the Center of Research and Advanced Studies CINVESTAV, Guadalajara, Mexico Author and editor of books on geometric computing for computer science and engineering, reviewer, chair and active organiser of workshops and conferences on geometric computing for fields related to the design and building of perception action systems. Areas of research interest: pattern recognition, computer vision, neurocomputing, robotics, multidimensional image analysis, applications of Lie algebras and Clifford geometric algebra to cognitive systems.
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Telomeres and Telomerase in Aging, Disease, and Cancer: Molecular Mechanisms of Adult Stem Cell AgeingSpringer, 2007

	Telomere shortening represents one of the basic aspects of ageing and telomere dysfunction could contribute to the accumulation of DNA damage during ageing. This book summarizes evidence and data indicating that telomere dysfunction influences human ageing, diseases and cancer. The book describes our current knowledge on checkpoints that...
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Multicast and Group SecurityArtech House Publishers, 2003
The area of networked group communications is by no means a new field of study. For several years now, researchers and engineers have been studying more efficient ways to harness the potential of Internet protocol (IP)-based networks as the basis for communications in multiparty scenarios. There are many possible approaches to multiparty or group...
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Test-Drive ASP.NET MVCPragmatic Bookshelf, 2010

	
		It's testable. It's light-weight. It's open-source. It's . . . Microsoft?

		

		Yes, finally, Microsoft has figured it out. ASP.NET MVC 2.0 lets you test drive your code, control the output of your HTML, and leverage C# and .NET in an easy-to-use web framework....
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Engineering and Chemical ThermodynamicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Chemical engineers face the challenge of learning the difficult concept and application of entropy and the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics. By following a visual approach and offering qualitative discussions of the role of molecular interactions, Koretsky helps them understand and visualize thermodynamics. Highlighted examples show how the material...
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Oracle Developer Forms TechniquesSams Publishing, 2000
Learn the best techniques and tricks from expert Bulusu Lakshman. Apply these real-world applications, undocumented tips, solutions, projects, and techniques to your own programs to become a more efficient and better developer of Oracle Forms. Lakshman gives you what you need to take your Oracle development to the next level.
...
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Design of Analog CMOS Integrated CircuitsMcGraw-Hill, 2000
The CMOS technology area has quickly grown, calling for a new text--and here it is, covering the analysis and design of CMOS integrated circuits that practicing engineers need to master to succeed. Filled with many examples and chapter-ending problems, the book not only describes the thought process behind each circuit topology, but also considers...
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